




A Study of Sozo Kurahashi’s Concept of “Dan-wa”: 




This study aims to examine one of Sozo Kurahashi’s arguments about content related to childcare, or “Dan-wa”, by focusing 
on a lecture record of Kurahashi performed at the Tokyo Women’s Higher Normal School Childcare Training Department in 
1934-1935. As a result, Kurahashi stated that there are two aspects for “Dan-wa”: “Conversation” and “Storytelling”. In 
Conversation, Kurahashi noticed that becoming a good listener and sympathizing with a child are important roles for a kindergarten 
teacher. Further, it was emphasized that to enjoy familiarity by communicating with each other is more important than correcting 
the contents or the words in children’s speech. Concerning Storytelling, narrating “a story” to children includes two different 
activities, which are expression and imagination, and it was also stressed that the activity of Storytelling has to attempt to 
connect with a child’s inner consciousness. This study clarified that this argument made by Kurahashi has succeeded in being 
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、辛うじて子どもは生きる
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すること

























































































































































































つてゐるがね。 （同上， pp. 23-24）
ここで倉橋は、「おはなし」には、ふだんの楽な話 （乙
種） と、あらたまったもので文化として存在する話 （甲
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